
SMALL BUSINESS

ESSENTIALS

A super simple solution for all your marketing needs

BURGE  INC .



NOT SURE WHERE TO START? START WITH THESE TWO QUESTIONS .

WHO ARE OUR

CUSTOMERS?

WHAT DO THEY

WANT?



When you're running your own business, you have

to wear a lot of hats : CEO, Head of Finance, Chief of

Operations, Marketing Director, Sales Director. The

list goes on... 

 

On top of that, it's never easy to admit when

you've hit a wall, or don't quite get a discipline -

especially when you've set your business up from

the beginning. 

 

After all, it's your baby and we're only human. We

want to do it all.

Let's dive straight in

shall we?

Hi.



Ok your doors are open, so can you

check all of these off?

The essentials

Welcome discount for email subscribers

Synced platforms (ie. online store, Instagram, Facebook)

Site is optimised for mobile

Daily posts to Instagram / Facebook / other relevant social platforms

Sending relevant and valuable email campaigns



Of course, there is more to do than

those 5, but checking all of them off

is the best way to kick start your

business before doing a deeper dive

into the wonderful world of

marketing.

Marketing for small
businesses made super
simple.

BURGE INC.

solutions
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Why BURGE

INC.?
I'm here to get you results in the easiest way possible

for you, full stop. My process of working is to be as

efficient and as clear as possible - you won't find

jargon here.

EASE AND CLARITY

If something isn't working - I'll say. If we can build on

your current branding/marketing without starting

from scratch - I'll say. I will never oversell, overcharge

and underdeliver. Ever.

TRANSPARENCY

As time evolves, as your business evolves, as your

customers evolve. I evolve. I will always make sure your

branding, marketing and online presence evolves. 

EVOLUTIONARY



Y1 Y2  Y3

£200,000 

£150,000 

£100,000 

£50,000 

£0 

It's important to look at the right kind of

data when you're measuring success. For

BURGE INC. - it's the holistic view of your

following, engagement and revenue.

 

They're all intrinsically linked and all support

each other so you hit your bottom line. If

one fails, they all fail.

 

Check out the graph - this is a real

representation of my clients bottom line

improving year on year when we took a

holistic approach to their marketing activity.

Client Growth
Read 'em and weep

REVENUE INCREASE



So you have 20,000 followers on Instagram but they're not engaging. If they're not

engaging with your brand then they're not visiting your website. If they're not

visiting your website then they're not purchasing your products. 

 

So, is the metric of 20,000 followers valuable to your business? Not right now.

 

Just think

about it
Followers vs. email subscribers
vs. email activity vs. orders  
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PROVIDE VALUE.
BE TRANSPARENT.
DELIGHT.
REPEAT.
HOLLY  BURGESS



WHAT CLIENTS ARE SAYING

SHELLEY MERRIGAN

Holly has been invaluable since launching our brand

Hermosa London. Holly was integral in assisting the

creation and design of our website working within the

Shopify platform and providing ongoing maintenance,

design and troubleshooting across the whole site. Holly

works on all our social media platforms creatively and

technically and manages all data and mailer

correspondence. Holly is incredibly professional, 

hard-working and always a pleasure to work with.

CEO, Hermosa London

LUKASZ WYZGOL

The work Holly has done to our new website has

been amazing. It’s on-brand, easy to navigate and

is exactly what we required. 

 

 

Owner, number four hairdressers



It's easy to get in touch
with me if you have any
questions or if you want

to get to know me a bit
more.

SAY HEY

EMAIL ADDRESS

holly@burgeinc.com

PHONE NUMBER

07411940498

WEBSITE

burgeinc.com

https://www.instagram.com/burgeinc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/burge-inc/


Burge
inc.


